
Annex B          our ref : IA/01104/11 
 
Top 10 reasons for car practical driving test failure at Lower Gornal DTC 
    

2006/07 

No. of serious 
or dangerous 
faults  2007/08 

No. of serious 
or dangerous 
faults 

Junctions - observation 1016  Junctions - observation 935
Control - steering 614  Maintain progess - speed 708
Reverse left - control 576  Control - steering 665
Maintain progess - speed 538  Positioning - normal driving 655
Junctions - turning right 516  Reverse left - control 597
Reverse park - control 475  Junctions - turning right 578
Positioning - normal driving 470  Mirrors - change direction 530
Mirrors - change direction 442  Signals - necessary 514

Move off - safely 417  
Maintain progress - undue 
hesitation 504

Junctions - approach speed 392  Reverse park - control 404
     

2008/09 

No. of serious 
or dangerous 
faults  2009/10 

No. of serious 
or dangerous 
faults 

Junctions - observation 734  Junctions - observation 1043
Maintain progess - speed 565  Control - steering 600
Control - steering 521  Junctions - turning right 521
Junctions - turning right 490  Positioning - normal driving 486
Positioning - normal driving 487  Maintain progess - speed 474

Maintain progress - undue 
hesitation 410  Reverse left - control 464
Mirrors - change direction 393  Judgement - meeting 364

Reverse left - control 363  
Maintain progress - undue 
hesitation 361

Move off - safely 314  Mirrors - change direction 346
Signals - necessary 302  Move off - safely 334
     

2010/11 

No. of serious 
or dangerous 
faults    

Junctions - observation 1135    
Control - steering 540    
Positioning - normal driving 506    
Junctions - turning right 463    
Maintain progess - speed 425    
Mirrors - change direction 415    

Maintain progress - undue 
hesitation 376    
Signals - necessary 373    
Reverse park - control 371    
Move off - control 368    

 
 
 
 
 
 



The information supplied to you continues to be protected by copyright. You are 
free to use it for your own purposes, including for private study and non-
commercial research, and for any other purpose authorised by an exception in 
current copyright law. Documents (except photographs) can be also used in the UK 
without requiring permission for the purposes of news reporting. Any other re-use, 
for example commercial publication, would require the permission of the copyright 
holder.  
 
Most documents supplied by the Driving Standards Agency will be protected by 
Crown Copyright. Most Crown copyright information can be re-used under the Open 
Government Licence (http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-
licence/). For information about the OGL and about re-using Crown Copyright 
information please see The National Archives website -
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/information-management/uk-gov-licensing-
framework.htm .  
 
Copyright in other documents may rest with a third party. For information about 
obtaining permission from a third party see the Intellectual Property Office’s 
website at www.ipo.gov.uk. 
 
 
 
 


